To the CG195/200 class --

CG195/200 is a class where the students do most of the work.

Each student has to make a seminar presentation of one or more papers in the scientific literature and write a term paper. Usually term papers are not on the paper presented in class though occasionally this is acceptable. There are usually two, sometimes three, presentations per class.

Class Schedule, CG195/200
Metcalf 225, Wednesdays 3:00 - 5:20
Jim Anderson, Organizer
James_Anderson@brown.edu

Tentative Schedule

*September 7  Organization

First Segment:


September 14  Anderson
Griffiths

September 21  Phil Fernbach
Naomi Feldman

September 28  1.
  2.

Second segment:
Cognition (Sloman, Sobel, Spoehr)

October 5  Faculty
Faculty

October 12 Caitlin Fynn
Allison Farrell
October 19  Raj Shah 
                Ju-Hwa Park

Third Segment: 
Perception (Tarr, Domini, Warren)

October 26  Faculty 
            Faculty

November 2  Jeff Hutchison 
            Ashley Kingon

November 9  1. Open 
            2. Open

Fourth Segment 
Psycholinguistics (Blumstein, Sedivy, Lieberman, Morgan, Demuth)

November 16 Faculty 
                Faculty

November 23 Thanksgiving Break 

November 30 Elena Tennenbaum 
            2. Open

Last session: Short student presentation of final paper topics.

December 7  Short presentations